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WallScott Solutions - Chicago, USA
Wireless Excel data distribution to trading floor
A Chicago based financial company trading on the Chicago Board of Trade needed a way
to present traders on the exchange floor with the results of real-time Excel analysis being
generated back at the corporate office.
WallScott were asked to find a solution that would allow the traders to see the results of
the analysis while they worked in the trading pit on the exchange.

Simple, fast installation, drag and drop configuration
WallScott Solutions installed a Cascade DataHub on the back-office server to collect the
real-time analysis results from the Excel application. Cascade Connect* was installed on
each of the tablet computers and configured to access data from the DataHub over the
Internet.
WallScott helped the customer drag and drop live data from Cascade Connect into the
spreadsheets on the tablet computers. With these spreadsheets now displaying live Excel
analysis results, the traders are able to make faster, more effective trade decisions.
The customer is now looking to expand the system to provide traders with the ability to
sit at home and trade commodities on other world markets, right from their home or tablet
computers.
* Note: Since this application was finished, the Cascade Connect program has been
superseded by the new version of the Cascade DataHub. In the diagram above, the new
DataHub would be installed on both the server and tablet computers.
▫

▫

▫

The Cascade DataHub is a highly optimized middleware tool for distributing real-time
data between networked applications. It provides quick, reliable and secure access to
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data generated by Microsoft Excel or other Windows and Linux based applications. The
Cascade DataHub can make this data available to management systems, database
archives, and remote clients. Combining a number of innovative technologies, the
Cascade DataHub makes it easy for you to access the real-time data you need to make
informed and timely decisions that save time, build confidence, and increase profitability.
Founded in 1995, Cogent Real-Time Systems is the leader in real-time data integration
between Windows, Linux and QNX systems. Customers include the Bank of Canada,
Cadbury Chocolate and the European Space Agency. Cogent leverages its experience in
real-time data communications to provide the next generation of real-time middleware
products. For more information, please contact Cogent at info@cogent.ca or visit our
web site at www.cogent.ca. You can also call us at +1 (905) 702 7851.
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